
CHANGING CHARACTERISTICS OF POETRY FROM MODERN

Introduction. The 20th century was like no time period before it. Einstein, Darwin, Freud, and Marx were just some of the
thinkers who profoundly changed the.

If there are some lines that sound metered, but some that don't, the poem has an irregular rhythm. For many
writers, the world was becoming a more absurd place every day. Personification occurs when you treat
abstractions or inanimate objects as human, that is, giving them human attributes, powers, or feelings e.
Classical poetry is defined by its emphasis upon form and meter. To maintain a consistent meter, a poet has to
choose words that fit. Irregularity: Many metered poems in English avoid perfectly regular rhythm because it
is monotonous. Writers mixed images from the past with modern languages and themes, creating a collage of
styles. If it sounds silly or strange, because many of the poem's words do not sound natural, then try trochaic,
anapestic or dactylic rhythms. Paradox: usually a literal contradiction of terms or situations Situational Irony:
an unmailed letter Dramatic Irony: audience has more information or greater perspective than the characters
Verbal Irony: saying one thing but meaning another Overstatement hyperbole Understatement meiosis
Sarcasm Irony may be a positive or negative force. The mysteriousness of life was being lost in the rush of
daily life. However, poetry has changed so much in the last century alone that it is almost near impossible to
compare any poetry of the late s and s to any of that pre nineteenth century poetry. The pace of change was
dizzying. Dickinson, on the other hand, writes short, obscure, and vague lines that come across as sporadic due
to her recurring use of enjambment. In order to understand postmodern poetry we must first understand the
history of poetry leading up to this point. These associations or connotations afford a few indirections that
enrich the entire poem. Parallel Stucture: a form of repetition where the order of verbs and nouns is repeated;
it may involve exact words, but it more importantly repeats sentence structure - "I came, I saw, I conquered".
Maya Angelou is seen as one of the leading contemporary writers. Free verse, frankly, has no rules about
meter or rhyme whatsoever! Dickinson, on the other hand, is the mother of American free verse, as Dickinson
is the father, but that is where their similarities end. Like Angelou, Atwood channels her talents into lyrical
verse. For the most part, Modernist literature featured characters who just kept their heads above water. Global
communication made the world a smaller place. Eliot and Ezra Pound, are well known for their experimental
Modernist works. Modernist poetry often includes foreign languages, dense vocabulary and invented words.
Poetry as the expression of the feeling has become autumnal in tone T. Symbolism was not a new concept in
literature, but the Modernists' particular use of symbols was an innovation. Blank Verse: Any poetry that does
have a set metrical pattern usually iambic pentameter , but does not have rhyme, is blank verse. Two of the
most well known transcendentalists that claimed fame in this era were Henry David Thoreau and Ralph Waldo
Emerson.


